Friends of Walnut Canyon
P.O. Box 835
Flagstaff, AZ 86002-0835
April 26, 2010
For 20 years the Friends of Walnut Canyon have been advocating that the boundaries of Walnut
Canyon National Monument need to be expanded. Why we think the Area is important and what is
special about it is reiterated throughout this comment.
At a recent Public Meeting about the Special Resource Study someone asked the question,”How was the
boundary of the Study Area created?” Interestingly enough, no one present from either agency knew the
answer. This points out the fact that no one dealing with the questions regarding the future of the
Walnut Canyon area knows anything about the recent past of the Walnut Canyon area.
The Friends would like this short history to be included in the information considered when decisions
are made about Walnut Canyon. Included are several direct quotes from both US Forest Service
officials and National Park Service documents which put us all in the position that we are today.
Why is the Special Resources Study being done in Walnut Canyon, and why are the boundaries
where they are?
In April of 2001, the NPS released the Draft General Management Plan for Walnut Canyon National
Monument which said”
During the course of the planning process, and as specified in Section 6004 of the National Parks
and Recreation Act of 1978 (16 U.S.C. 1a-5et seq.), careful consideration was given to the
expansion of boundaries at Walnut Canyon. Authority for modifying park boundaries is
contained in the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act amendments of June 10, 1977 (Public
Law 95-42). Consideration for modifications to the boundaries was based on one or more of the
following criteria: (1) expansion would include significant resources or opportunities for public
enjoyment, (2) expansion would address operational and management issues, or (3) expansion
would protect monument resources critical to fulfilling the purpose of the park. Boundary
expansions are considered practical or necessary if (1) the added lands could feasibly be
administered, taking into consideration the size of the proposed expansion, configuration,
ownership, costs, etc. and (2) that other alternatives for management and resource protection are
not considered adequate.
A boundary expansion assessment determined that both natural and cultural resources that
contribute to the purpose and significance of the monument still remain outside current
monument boundaries. However, further expansion of existing boundaries at Walnut Canyon was
not recommended at this time….
In presenting a discussion regarding the boundary expansions it is important to note that an effort
is being undertaken by the National Parks and Conservation Association and the Friends of
Walnut Canyon to seek a boundary expansion of the park through congressional action. Their
goal is to complete the proposal that they presented in the late 1980s and early 1990s that was only
partially addressed with the expansion in 1996. The boundary expansion proposed by these
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organizations would certainly insure the protection of significant resources that exist between the
City of Flagstaff’s Urban Growth Boundary and Walnut Canyon proper.
In 2002 the Friends proposed that an even larger area (than that mentioned above) around Walnut
Canyon National Monument be made into Walnut Canyon Park and Preserve. The boundaries that we
used were based on maps created by the National Park Service for Congressman J. D. Hayworth, who
asked Sam Henderson, Park Superintendent for the Flagstaff Area Parks, to give to him what the
National Park Service thought was the “ideal boundary” for Walnut Canyon.
In response to this request from the Congressman, the NPS created the following maps, saying that these
areas need to be protected in order to “preserve the core values within the existing monument!” They
suggested that the enlarged park be redesignated as a National Park.
Each map shows the area needing permanent protection in order to either protect a particular value, or to
protect the existing monument from the impacts of that threat.

Map I Urban and Suburban Growth Buffer Area

Map II Road Access Buffer Area
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Map III Riparian Corridor Recharge Area

Map IV Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat Adjacent to Walnut Canyon
National Monument
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Map V Natural Scenery, Quiet and Aesthetic Value Preservation

The maps all pieced together formed the boundary for the Friends’ proposal, and eventually, the
majority of the area included in the Walnut Canyon Study Area. See the map of the Walnut Canyon
Park and Preserve attached.
(Near the end of the lengthy 2002 Walnut Canyon public hearing process, the City and County chose to
add acreage that was included in what the US Forest Service at that time called the “Walnut
Management Area” but was not included in the Friends’ proposal to the area to be studied.)
At the same time as the series of maps, the NPS created a document which explained why they felt that
the boundary expansion was necessary.
In this document it says:
“In 1998, the NPS began preparing a new General Management Plan (GMP) for WCNM to guide
management efforts during the next 10-15 years. Early in the planning process, NPS, public, and
stakeholders were involved in scoping key resource values and management issues for
consideration in the GMP. In addition to the “core canyon” archaeological resources for which
WCNM was established – the Sinagua Culture cliff dwellings- several key natural resource and
visitor experience values were identified which transcend the existing Monument boundary,
including:
 Preserving the long term integrity of the Walnut Canyon environment.
 Protecting the riparian corridor found at the canyon bottom along “Walnut Creek”, including
isolated water seeps found in the canyon.
 Preserving the extremely diverse canyon flora, and protecting populations of as many as five
rare plant species
 Maintaining unfragmented habitat and movement corridors for wildlife, including elk,
pronghorn, mountain lion, black bear, and wild turkey.
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 Protecting the endangered Mexican Spotted Owl and designated critical habitat within the
Monument: and preserving breeding habitat for the Peregrine Falcon and the Northern
Goshawk
 Restoring ponderosa pine “parklands” above the canyon rim to presettlement conditions.
 Preventing the introduction and spread of non-native (“exotic”) species.
 Preserving aesthetic values, including natural scenery, Natural quiet, and nighttime sky
views.”

The entire document explains why the NPS felt that the current boundaries of the Monument were no
longer sufficient because of outside pressures of both urban growth and the continual but gradual
degradation of the surrounding land under US Forest Service Management.
The Friends of Walnut Canyon trust that if the NPS said that all of this area should be in the Monument,
and that it should be a National Park and not a Monument, that it should be so. Their expertise and
knowledge is clearly the ultimate in making this decision. It was, however, our idea to designate the
lower portion of the proposed expansion area as National Preserve, to be managed by the NPS, but
allowing cattle grazing, hunting, and other uses which would not be allowed in a National Park. Under
the stricter supervision of the National Park Service instead of the USFS or the AZ Game and Fish Dept,
we felt this would be less of an impact upon the public, while still maintaining a watchful eye to prevent
the level of degradation of resources which is allowable under U.S. Forest Service control.
The Impact of the Regional Plan
Over the past 20 years the Friends of Walnut Canyon have watched development eat away at the area
around Walnut Canyon. When we made the first expansion proposal, which is clearly insufficient now,
all of the lands around the Study Area were zoned 1unit per 5 acres. This would mean an absolute
maximum of 125 households in an entire 640 acre section. Along came the Regional Plan in which the
first drafts argued for a MINIMUM of 7 units per acre. This changes the ante from 125 households to a
minimum of 4, 480 households (generally figured to have 2.8 persons per household.) With great effort
the City and County were convinced to lower density directly adjacent to what is now the Study Area.
However when the first Planning Reserve Area with this sort of planning and density arrangement was
actually planned to be built out in the Villagio subdivision, the City of Flagstaff reneged, saying that if
the different density areas were being planned by the same developer that it was acceptable to “average
densities.” In that case this resulted in some of the highest densities being relocated into the areas the
Plan designated the lowest.
This clearly indicates that we cannot rely upon the Regional Land Use and Transportation Plan to keep
the impact of the urban interface low adjacent to the Study Area.
At this same time, the Forest Supervisor, Jim Golden, who was also appalled by the numbers being put
forth by the Plan, and the lack of significant “buffer” in the plan, wrote a letter to the City of Flagstaff
saying:
We accept that the urban interface is a fact of life, including some residential developments
adjacent to the National Forest. However, when the National Forest lands are largely surrounded
by developed private lands, these lands often becomes (sic) changed to the point that they lose
their “wildland” character. At this point we believe it is generally more appropriate for some
other public or private entity to manage these lands to achieve the goal of open space, and we
would tend to support land exchanges to transfer ownership
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I am concerned by the apparent assumption in this document that National Forest lands are the
primary source of local open spaces for the long run. …. A casual reader of this document would
probably assume that the Forest Service would continue to manage these lands as open space…. It
is not the role of the Forest Service to manage community open space that takes on city of county
park-like characteristics.
Although whenever the Friends seriously push for Monument Expansion the USFS has every single
time maintained that they will “not exchange any of this land, it says so in the Forest Plan.” This letter
reveals what we have always known, that the Forest Supervisor can over ride the Forest Plan with the
simple stroke of a pen. Continued management of any of the Study Area lands by the USFS without a
congressionally authorized designation could lead to land exchange. All it takes is a new Forest
Supervisor with a different attitude. In the last twenty years we have experienced the many moods of
roughly 5 different Forest Supervisors.
One Peaks District Ranger several years ago told a member of the Friends of Walnut Canyon in a
private meeting that “we don’t want any of the land north of Walnut Canyon.”
Land in the NPS system, however cannot be exchanged or sold without Congressional consent.
It must be said though, that the Regional Land Use and Transportation Plan said that:
“It is proposed to protect natural and cultural resources around the Monument by simultaneously
pursuing appropriate expansion of Walnut Canyon National Monument…..”
It goes on to say that all sorts of partnership work with the Forest Service will also be done, but 10 years
later it has not.
Regarding the State Sections
In 1997, Congressman J.D. Hayworth sent a letter to the State Land Dept urging them to preserve all
three sections:
The State Trust land that is referred to in the letter to you from the Friends, discussed the
importance of Sections 22, 28 and 30 of T21N R8E to the overall objectives of the residents of
Flagstaff to protect the Walnut Canyon area. As the City of Flagstaff and surrounding area
continue to grow and develop, the importance of preserving these sections from future
development becomes increasingly important.
Should the opportunity occur for the State Trust Land Department (sic) to exchange these
sections or transfer ownership by friendly condemnation for the purpose of protecting them from
development, I would urge you to do so.
In the last 20 years the Friends have also watched the State Sections near Walnut Canyon diminish from
4 to 3, at least as far as availability for protection from development. When our first expansion proposal
was being considered in 1990, the State Land Commissioner was asked by Congressman Stump’s office
to issue an order refusing to accept applications on those sections while the issue was undecided; he
complied. Technically those orders still are in effect, but in reality they are considered too old to be of
any use. Since then Section 20, the section furthest from the canyon was included inside the Stage 2
Urban Growth Boundary in the Regional Plan.
Although Section 28, which contains a huge side canyon of the main Walnut Canyon, and Section 22
which straddles Old Walnut Canyon road, were included over and over again in initiatives and
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referendums designed to protect Open Space, all of which failed at the ballot box for one reason or
another, Section 30, closest to Fisher Point and the beckoning entrance to the fragile inner canyon has
always been left out.
Although it was labeled “of the highest level of retention for Open Space” in the Open Spaces and
Greenways Plan, and was left outside of the Urban Growth boundary in the Regional Plan, Section 30
has time and again been considered by one group and then another as somehow necessary to the City’s
future development. Even in the last year I have met with the City’s Planning staff who asked me if it
would be acceptable to the Friends if all of the development in Section 30 were tightly “clustered” in the
north half of the section.
State Sections are costly to acquire, even when the State Land Dept wishes to preserve them. However
the National Park Service has the ability to acquire State Land through friendly condemnation and
“payment” with like land elsewhere in AZ. The US Forest Service does not. Three entire sections could
be acquired for protection at absolutely no cost to the taxpayer, or the agencies.

RESOURCES
The Walnut Canyon Study Area contains unique and matchless resources when it comes to the
interpretation of the lives of the Sinagua in Walnut Canyon. It is one thing to show the houses
that the people lived in, but it is another to show the surrounding neighborhood which was their
church, their school, their supermarket and their shopping mall. The Monument as it exists
today was created when the ruins were a whole day’s buggy ride from the nearest town and the
white man’s understanding of Native American culture was limited and patronizing. The
current boundaries are simply insufficient in today’s world.
If the enabling legislation were expanded the NPS could also protect the Walnut Canyon
watershed, which controls the life and death of the canyon’s ecosystem. It could interpret the
early history of the white settlers in the region with their cabins sites, and names carved in the
walls of the canyon. It could interpret the early logging years of Flagstaff through the remains
left throughout the forest, and the unique stand of Old Growth Ponderosa pine left on the
canyon rim just outside the current Monument boundaries. The Forest Service has had these
resources for generations, but does not have the funds or the mission to interpret them for the
public.
Historic Resources
In 1857 Edward Beale was reported to have visited Walnut Canyon while surveying routes
from Fort Smith Arkansas to the Colorado River at the border of California. The exact route he
chose in this area is likely now under Interstate 40 or the Burlington Northern /Santa Fe
Railroad which border the area to the north. Edward Beale himself was a fascinating character
and the story of his expedition with its camels along with the emigrants, stock drives, and
military expeditions which used this route starting in 1858 before it was even officially
completed and through the 1870s would provide tremendous educational and interpretive
material.
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Native American Cultural Resources
Walnut Canyon includes springs and caves currently used for sacred purposes by the Hopi people,
possibly other Native Americans. According to the Hopi, these sites have been in continual use by their
people since the original inhabitants of the canyon.
There are innumerable other prehistoric sites, including caves that were lived in, others that were used
for storage, others that were used for religious ceremonies. There are in-the-rock metates, pictographs
and petroglyhs.
In the past the prehistoric sites in the Walnut Canyon area have been protected by their remoteness.
With the huge expected increase in future residents to the land adjacent to the area under consideration,
the destruction, degradation, and removal of these invaluable and finite resources will logically increase.

Wildlife Resources
The areas north and south of Walnut Canyon are critically important to wildlife movements in the
vicinity of the canyon. A major southwest to northeast wildlife corridor runs through this area. Species
using this corridor include elk, deer, antelope, bear, and mountain lion. Much of the area around the
migration corridors is designated as “High Quality {wildlife} Habitat” in the 1998 Flagstaff Open
Spaces and Greenways Plan, indicating that intact, undegraded habitat conditions are present. As well,
wildlife likely rely on perennial water found in Cherry Canyon during times of drought. Residential
development within the present urban growth boundary near the edge of Walnut Canyon would very
likely disturb wildlife movement patterns in this area.
The Study Area is an important wildlife area for a large number of species including elk, pronghorn,
antelope, mule deer, black bears, mountain lions, javelina, ringtail cats, and bobcats. Bird species
include turkey, peregrine falcon, Mexican spotted owl, northern goshawk, golden eagle, and a variety of
cavity nesting birds that find refuge in the old growth area on the rim and side canyons.
The Study Area contains federally threatened species, as well as state species of special concern. Walnut
Canyon itself contains several active “protected activity centers” (PACs) for the Federally Threatened
Mexican Spotted Owl, and is important foraging habitat for state and federally sensitive raptor species
including bald eagles, peregrine falcons, and northern goshawks. Sensitive mammal species include red
bat, spotted bat, and possibly Mexican vole.
Within the birding community, the red faced warbler is a highly prized sighting, especially for
Easterners. The nesting habitat for this warbler is limited almost exclusively to locations in or near deep,
heavily forested canyons and cool, steeply sloping drainages. Add to this that they are only found in this
particular habitat from north-central Arizona to west-central New Mexico and south to Durango,
Mexico, and the Red-faced warbler is a rare bird indeed, even though it has escaped recognition as any
kind of listed species. Because it nests on the ground, the impact from human use (and their
accompanying loose dogs) is substantial.
As late as the early 1990s the Red-faced warbler was frequently seen in Skunk Canyon, but the
increased rate of recreational use has caused the warbler to abandon it as a nesting area in recent years.
It is still found in Walnut Canyon itself, but its continued use of the area will depend on the level of
visitation.
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Geologic Resources
The rock contours of the inner gorge of Walnut Canyon reveal their origins
in the wind scoured dunes of an ancient desert. No where else is this clear “petrified sand dune”
appearance as apparent as the inner canyon at the Fisher Point
The Kaibab limestone ledges of the upper canyon contain delicate marine fossils, remnants of the later
seas.
Rock outcrops some distance from the canyon have divulged large gastropods, bulkier residents of the
Permian seas 200 million years ago.
The obvious transition from desert to sea in ancient times provides remarkable opportunities for
interpretation.

Other unique resources
The viewscape from within and around Walnut Canyon is unique, notable, and exemplary. Not only the
canyon itself, but also the views of the San Francisco Peaks from across the canyon are breathtaking.
The canyon bottom riparian areas and the spectacular shapes and colors of the canyon walls combine to
create an appealing display which is not only unique, but which many people of many races find
spiritually moving.
The Arizona black walnut trees in the bottom and old growth Ponderosa pine stands on the south rim are
extremely uncommon on the Coconino NF. To have both in such close proximity is a rarity.
Walnut Canyon itself has a widely recognized array of diverse biological communities, each
characterized by different temperatures and plant life. These plantlife zones are miniature versions of
the zones spanning the western part of the Continent from Mexico to Canada – all within the canyon’s
20 mile length and 400 foot depth.
Within Walnut Canyon, ecological communities overlap to form ecotones, bringing together species
usually separated by elevation, and creating a rare compression of flora/fauna zones. The biodiversity
supported by these habitats is thought to have contributed to the decision of prehistoric people to settle
here.

Recreational Uses
The Walnut Study Area is popular for hiking and horseback riding, running and birdwatching, hunting
and cross country skiing, bicycling and snow shoeing, not to mention the good old fashioned ride-inthe-woods looking for elk or deer. But none of these activities is as important as the preservation of the
resources. Any one of them should be limited if it threatens to damage the NATURAL RESOURCES of
the Study Area.
It has been suggested by some that the area be designated a National Recreation Area.
That is absurd. The people of Flagstaff want to Protect Walnut Canyon, not destroy it.
This can be easily seen in the results of the telephone survey taken in 2002.
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The 2002 telephone survey
Between August 6 and 8 2002, 434 Flagstaff region residents were polled by the Social Research
Laboratory of NAU at the request of Coconino County.
The primary question was this
Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose expanding Walnut
Canyon National Monument beyond the current size of 3,441 acres to include up to 20,000 acres of
adjacent state and National Forest land?
43% strongly supported the proposal
34% somewhat supported
5% somewhat opposed
9% strongly opposed
11% didn’t know
Unless you want to argue that the 434 people polled were stupid, or don’t know the difference between
US Forest Service and National Park Service management, this Survey shows the opinion of the people
of Flagstaff.

More information (much more information!):
The most comprehensive and well-written paper on the Potential Impacts of Increased Development in
the Vicinity of Walnut Canyon National Monument was submitted to the City of Flagstaff in July of
2001. It was written by Steve Mitchelson, the former Natural Resource Specialist, and expounds what
serious impacts would be expected to occur if lands within the Walnut Canyon watershed were
developed into urban and suburban areas. I would like to include this paper in my comments in its
entirety. I can’t begin to write anything with such knowledge and authority.

Betsy McKellar

Projects Coordinator, Friends of Walnut Canyon

Many of the statements made in this comment statement are borrowed verbatim from National
Park Service documents.
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Potential Impacts of Increased Development in the Vicinity of
Walnut Canyon National Monument
Walnut Canyon National Monument is an important preserve for both unique cultural and natural
resources. It is an important wildlife area for a large number of species including elk, pronghorn
antelope, mule deer, black bears, mountain lions, javelina, ringtail cats, and bobcats. Bird species
that inhabit the monument include turkey, peregrine falcon, Mexican spotted owl, northern
goshawk, golden eagle, and a variety of cavity nesting birds that find refuge in the old growth
areas on the rim and side canyons.
Of course, the monument contains the remnants of the Sinagua culture, which extend outside the
boundaries the monument both east and west. Many of these structures are very well preserved
and some of the agricultural features such as check dams are still recognizable in the side canyons
and on the rims. The cultural resources of the monument are especially significant in the
enabling legislation of the park.
Undoubtedly, the existing ecological diversity of the canyon habitats and the relatively good
condition of the cultural sites are due in large part to the protection of resources afforded by the
area's protected status as a national monument, the relative inaccessibility of the rugged terrain,
and perhaps most importantly, the relative isolation of the resources from human development
and human interaction. Although the current boundary adjoins the corporate boundary of the City
of Flagstaff, to date development has remained minimal.
Development in the vicinity of Walnut Canyon would most likely cause impacts to both the
biologic diversity (ecological integrity) and condition of cultural resources. These impacts would
be both direct and indirect and largely negative in nature. The human development of areas to the
west of the monument, but still close to the canyon and including some of the side canyons, will
potentially impact water quality and quantity, soundscapes, viewsheds, biological diversity,
potentially impact Mexican spotted owl habitat, and potentially impact cultural resources on the
canyon rim, side canyons and within Walnut Canyon itself.

POTENTIAL WILDLIFE IMPACfS

Logically, the establishment of a large residential development so close to Walnut Canyon will
have a number of serious implications for wildlife currently inhabiting the area. The diversity of
habitats in the Canyon has resulted in tremendous diversity in wildlife, which largely exists
because of the isolation of the canyon from human development. The location of such a large
number of people in this area will undoubtedly lead to increased recreational pressures that could
have a devastating effect on wildlife.

Mexican spotted owl
Walnut Canyon and the system of associated side canyons support a diversity of vegetation
including the mixed conifer habitat preferred by Mexican spotted owls. It is well-known that the
western end of WaLnut Canyon is currently home to a number of Mexican spotted owls and
includes a number of protected area centers (PACs) that have been established to protect the owls
and their habitat. Increased use ofthe canyon by residents would impact side canyon and other
habitat for the owl. Recent research on human-spotted owl interactions (Swarthout and Steidl,
2000) indicates that owls are disturbed by hiking and other recreational use in the narrow canyon

habitats of the Colorado Plateau. Recreational uses would logically follow side canyons, which
provide accessibility to the main canyon bottom. These areas are prime habitat for owls.

Peregrine falcons and other raptors
Peregrine falcons inhabit sites within the main channel of Walnut Canyon. Increased recreational
activity resulting from the introduction of such a large number of people may impact peregrine
falcons that can be sensitive to the presence of human activity. Other sensitive raptor species are
known to inhabit Walnut Canyon such as the Northern goshawk which also could be disturbed by
increased human activity.

Large carnivores
The Walnut Canyon environs are inhabited by an unknown number of black bears and mountain
lions. These species can utilize relatively large areas for home ranges .. Black bears commonly
become attracted to human food sources when available. A long history of human-black bear
interactions has been documented in wild areas both in the eastern and western United States. If
new development were to occur in the vicinity of Walnut Canyon, human-bear interactions would
most certainly increase. Bears inhabiting the area may be attracted to human food sources
including refuse, pet food, and other items. Once this pattern begins, bears become increasingly
aggressive in obtaining food and usuaJly the process ends with the bears being removed or
destroyed as humans become more intolerant of bears destroying personal property and posing
physical threats. Effectively, wild black bears currently inhabiting the Walnut Canyon vicinity
(including those animals inhabiting Walnut Canyon National Monument) would be eventually
eliminated.
Mountain lions also inhabit the Walnut Canyon area. These secretive carnivores largely feed on
mule deer and smaller or weaker elk. Lions are also attracted to human developments especiaJly
because of the presence of household pets, which may be easy prey for hungry lions. Lions may
also pose a threat to humans, especially children. The introduction of human development so
close to Walnut Canyon will undoubtedly lead to more lion-human interaction. This could
eventually lead to a perceived threat to human life from lion predation and the eventual removal
of mountain lions from the area.

Other wildlife impacts
A secondary factor associated with human development is the introduction of a large number of
domestic pets including cats and dogs. TypicaJly, at least some of these pets are permitted to run
lose or are abandoned and become feral. These animals may harass wildlife, or may become prey
for species such as mountain lions. Perhaps more importantly, cats and dogs may serve as new
predators within the ecosystem. Cats have been demonstrated to be very effective predators and
are especiaJly effective at kiJling small mammals and birds. Walnut Canyon serves as a refuge
for a large number of birds and is even being studied for the large number of cavity-nesting birds
such as woodpeckers. Presumably, a large number of cats would be introduced to the area with
such a large number of human inhabitants. These cats, serving as predators, could greatly impact
the nesting birds in the area and further decrease the biological diversity of the Walnut Canyon
environs.
Dogs also act as predators. When allowed to run free and in groups, dogs may attack wildlife
such as mule deer. They also may disturb roosting birds including raptors such as spotted owls.
The introduction of so many residents to this area will make the areas of the canyon more
accessible to many people, even with increased regulation of firearms and hunting, poaching of
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wildlife such as deer and elk may be increased resulting in direct reduction of wildlife and an
decrease in the quiet and solitude of the area.
Exotic plant species
The development of such a large residential area so close to Walnut Canyon will result in the
introduction of a variety of exotic plant species (weeds). The ground disturbance associated with
such development provides the perfect environment for the establishment and spread of weeds
such as mullein, toadflax, knapweeds, melilotus and others. These plants spread quickly and in
general have tremendous reproductive potential that enable them to quickJy establish and occupy
large areas. The disturbances associated with this development will enhance the spread ofthese
exotics and most certainly present new invasion centers for spread in the general vicinity and
Walnut Canyon National Monument. Collectively, these weeds displace native vegetation
(including rare plants) and are the focus of new funding and control actions by the National Park
Service and other federal and state agencies. Having a new center of spread for exotics resulting
from this development so close to Walnut Canyon could have very serious effects. Road
development associated with residential construction would further exacerbate the spread of
weeds. Increased funding and control measures would become necessary to prevent the spread of
these species both within the monument and the surrounding lands.
CULTURAL RESOURCE LMPACTS

Walnut Canyon National Monument was created to protect cliff dwellings associated with the
Sinagua culture. Although perhaps the highest concentration of archeological sites in Walnut
Canyon are currently protected within the monument's boundaries, many other sites occur outside
of the boundaries. For many of the same reasons that the biological diversity of Walnut Canyon
has been preserved largely because of the remoteness and inaccessibility, many of the sites in
Walnut Canyon have been preserved because oftheir remoteness.
A unique cultural area such as Walnut Canyon will most assuredly attract the attention of
residents of the area, especially when the canyon beckons form their back door. A large
development adjacent to Walnut Canyon would undoubtedly greatly increase recreational use of
the canyon. Areas containing cultural resources would be visited by a much larger number of
people, which could result in an increase in vandalism, removal of artifacts, and other impacts.
Not only would access be greatly enhanced to sites outside of the current monument boundary,
but those sites currently protected within monument boundaries would be more likely to be
affected. Once access to the canyon is increased, even physical barriers such as fences will be
ineffective at stopping recreational use at the monument boundary.
Pothunting and other illegal activities would most likely increase in Walnut Canyon and the
National Park Service would be forced to spend more of the limited available funding on resource
protection activities to patrol boundaries, maintain barriers and boundary markers, repair damage
and prosecution of vandalism and artifact theft. Surface disturbance from pothunting results not
in only the loss of valuable artifacts, but also destroys the historic fabric of the site and may
enhance erosion. Although it is often pointed out that only 1 to 3% of those that visit sites will
remove artifacts or vandalize petroglyphs, the total number of incidents will logically increase
greatly as the number of nearby residents increases. These are invaluable and finite resources that
are irreplaceable.
WATERSHED IMPACTS

The construction of a large number of residences and the supporting infrastructure including
roads may alter water runoff into the canyon system. Certainly the construction of roads forces
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changes in drainage patters as roads serve to alter surface flows and channel flows into culverts
and other diversions. It is difficult to estimate what the impacts of this development would be as
it affects water runoff. The quality of runoff might also be affected as roads are surfaced with
asphalt or treated with oil.
The altering of flows by roads and culverts could potentially damage archeological sites within
the canyon if those flows are redirected to new areas within the canyon. Certainly new arrays of
artifacts could be exposed and subject of collection as a result of these changes in flows. J f
homes in the area are serviced by septic systems or new treatment ponds are constructed other
problems may also arise.
The removal of vegetation and ground disturbance from construction certainly has the potential to
affect runoff quality and quantity as well.
OTHER IMPACTS

This development would also potentially lead to increase vehicular traffic in the area. As a
secondary impact, it is very likely that new roads and social trails will be formed as people seek
to explore the area. The area has already attracted a good deal of off-road vehicle traffic and a
web of roads already fragments portions the area. However, current use of these roads has not
reached a critical point. With new pressures resulting from such a large number of people
seeking recreational opportunities adjacent to their homes, the Walnut Canyon area will become
even more fragmented by additional roads and trails with large numbers of regular users.
Fugitive dust will result and degrade air quality in the area, noise levels will increase, and a wide
variety of plant and animal life will be disturbed. If only 5% of a projected 30,000 people use the
canyon for recreation daily, the Walnut Canyon environs would potentially experience in excess
of 500,000 visitor use days, which does not include current use levels.
The construction of this development would also create an entirely new wildland fire urban
interface issue for the National Park Service and US Forest Service. The urban interface will be
moved much closer to the monument and may create a need to manage vegetation in the
monument to best protect urban development. The areas in the western part of the monument
contain some of the best examples of old growth ponderosa pine and mixed conifer forests in the
flagstaff vicinity. These forested areas are home to a wide variety of wildLife including a
relatively large concentration of the threatened Mexican spotted owls. Presumably the NPS
mission to preserve and protect rare and endangered species, protect important archeological
resources, and preserve natural processes could be affected by having a large development
constructed so near the monument.
SUMMARY
In brief, Walnut Canyon and environs represent a unique area that has successfully preserved
biological diversity and protected important archeological resources. The primary reason that
Walnut Canyon has retained its wild character and protected cultural resources has been the fact
that the area has in large part avoided development, recreational pressures and with the exception
of the national monument's Island Trail area, has not been subjected to the impacts of regular
human disturbance.
The proposed development would mean that the values that we so highly prize now - the wild
character of the place, the ability to experience the canyon in quiet and imagine ourselves living
in a cliff site, the idea of catching a glimpse of a mountain lion, or in just knowing that a wild
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place exists so close to the City of Flagstaff, all of these things could be jeopardized by placing a
residential development so close to this wonderful resource.
What potential resident of a home adjacent to Walnut Canyon would not be tempted to explore its
mysteries? What types of new impacts would occur within the monument itself as a result of this
adjoining population center? The diversity of the entire canyon system would be jeopardized by
this development, and certainly the natural and cultural resources of this special area wiU be
altered severely. Impacts from such development would be cumulative and would alter the
system forever. Although individual impacts to some species of plants and animals might be
mitigated somewhat, the loss of archeological resources and loss of wild character cannot be
replaced once they are gone.
Steve Mitchelson
Natural Resources Specialist
National Park Service
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IN REI"LY REFER TO:

L7621

July 2. 2001
Ursula Montano
City of Flagstaff
211 West Aspen Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
RE: Review of Flagstaff Area Regional Land Use & Transportation

Plan

Deer Ursula:
We have reviewed the latest draft of Flagstaff Area Regional Land Use & Transportation Plan

(Flagstaff Area Plan), and have compiled the following comments. First we want to thank both
you and the Planning & Zoning Commission (p&Z Commission) for your hard work on the
document; for involving the National Park Service (NPS) in the planning effort; and for
addressing many of our concerns about the impacts of unmanaged growth upon the Flagstaff Area
National Monuments, particularly Walnut Canyon National Monument. As you are aware. the
NPS mission is to preserve significant cultural and natural features and to provide for their
enjoyment by this and future generations. Because of our long-term conservation mandate, we are
required to project adjacent land-use trends and predict impacts to sensitive park resources from a
worst-case development scenario, We are also directed to participate in local planning processes
and interagency management frameworks to mitigate identified impacts to park resources and
visitor experiences.
Walnut Canyon NM is renowned for its archaeological resources, and is very rich in plant and
wildlife species. These resources have until now been wellprotected by the remoteness of Walnut
Canyon, along with a park facility development strategy that concentrates visitors within a small
area along the north canyon rim. However, the monument is a relatively small protected area, and
would be easily impacted by adjacent land development and increased human presence within the
canyon. We have long been concerned that the Flagstaff corporate boundary abuts the northwest
end of the monument and that Flagstaff would eventually grow to this limit. From this
perspective. the most serious impacts discussed in the attached paper by Steve Mitchelson. our
former Natural Resource Specialist, would be expected to occur if lands within the Walnut
Canyon watershed were developed into urban and suburban areas. In this regard. the Flagstaff
Area Plan can be viewed as visionary by proposing to protect the u.s. Forest Service and Arizona
Comments, FJaptaff Area Regional Land Use &'TranspOru.tioD Plan
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State lands adjacent to the monument boundary as "Public MuJtiple Use" (PMU) lands. If the plan
can be successfully implemented, many of our concerns could be addressed for the life of the plan.
However, we remain concerned about the proposed high density development within Section 20 in
Township 21N - Range 8E. Based upon the specification for residential development at minimum
density of seven households per acre, we have heard estimates that the population within the
section would ultimately range from 10,000 to 40,000 people. We remain concerned that
recreational use of "Public Multiple Use" (PMU) lands adjacent to the Walnut Canyon NM
boundary could increase incidents of theft, vandalism, and loss of archaeological remains found in
the lower canyon envirownent. In addition, increased human and domestic animal presence would
also disrupt numerous wildlife species, particularly solitary species such as black bear, mountain
lion, Mexican Spotted Owl, Northern Goshawk, Peregrine Falcon, and Golden Eagle. Another
primary concern is that proliferating off-road vehicle use within the proposed PMU lands is
already having ever greater impacts to vegetation. wildlife, watershed condition, and promotes the
spread of non-native, invasive plants.
.
We would be more comfortable if the Flagstaff Area Plan plainly stated the target population for
T21N· R8E, Section 20. We could better predict and manage for impacts to resources within
Walnut Canyon if this statistic was provided. In addition, we support the proposed greenspace
along the eastern border of Section 20. Other concerns could be addressed by ensuring that
detailed development plans for the section ensure reduced household densities along the southern
and eastern margins of the section. Lastly, many impacts upon natural and cultural resources
within the canyon environment from current recreational use within the proposed PMU lands
could be offset by ensuring appropriate use planning and adequate regulatory enforcement in the
future.
In closing, we are aware of the proposal to expand Walnut Canyon NM to ensure that its
irreplaceable natural and cultural resources remain protected. At this time, the NPS does not have
adequate documentation of recreational and other illegal impacts to aggressively pursue a
expansion. In the near future, we intend to initiate long-term monitoring of archaeological site
conditions and ecological trends to objectively assess visitor use and adjacent land management
impacts. A well-designed "vital signs" monitoring framework would be used to establish impact
level thresholds which, when exceeded, would cause the NPS to alter visitor use within the
monument or to formally advocate acquiring additional lands.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the plan. If you have any questions, please
don't hesitate to contact me at 520-526-1157.
Sincerely,

\J;mf?~
Sam R. Henderson
Superintendent
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